Brief
Keywords: “SEO hong kong / internet marketing / digital marketing in hong kong”
Title/Topic: Write an article about ‘SEO best practices and updates for 2013’ > speak about the Google updates (last Google
Panda update 22/01/13) explain briefly what it changes (black hat SEO was much more spotted by Google, etc.), best practices:
content quality, publish on social media, meta information, etc. (you can have a look at the below SEO starter guide from Google,
table of contents page 3.) Add something about Boss Digital’s experience in SEO and mention other services they offer.
Reference:
http://www.searchenginejournal.com/seo-in-2013-7-surprisingly-simple-factors-that-will-take-the-lead/57092/
http://www.more-business-online.com.au/blog/seo-best-practices-for-2013
http://searchengineland.com/top-seo-tactics-for-2013-141993
http://static.googleusercontent.com/external_content/untrusted_dlcp/www.google.com/en//webmasters/docs/searchengine-optimization-starter-guide.pdf
Boss Digital's selling point: Boss Digital has developed over 100 websites, all custom designed by expert web designers.
Information architecture is carefully planned and developed by ADMA Certified Digital Strategists to ensure best user
experience. All websites are built with customers and search engines in mind, are up to date with Web 2.0 technologies and
built to W3C.org standards.

Who can take care of your SEO and digital marketing in Hong Kong?
There is more to SEO than keywords but even more notably, SEO methods have drastically changed over
the years because of search engine algorithms and systems becoming more sophisticated. In just 2012
many companies saw red as their search rankings declined. This was caused by Google’s ‘Panda’ and
‘Penguin’ updates. In essence, these cracked down on websites with thin content, ones that were using
backhanded strategies to optimise their keyword densities and back links and, having too many ads.
If you have been following a good SEO strategy then you won’t have suffered much with the latest
updates but, if you did suffer, it is time to change your SEO strategy all together.
In order to stay competitive in today’s digital market, one has to be savvy with integrating SEO into their
internet marketing strategies so, what principles can we adopt for 2013?
To start with, the basics still count such as keywords, meta tags, links etc. But the focus should now be
more user experience led. What does this mean? Any website should provide what it promises so
content should be informative, relevant and refreshed frequently. I think I can hear some pennies
dropping as the realisation dawns as to why so many websites now have a blog...
In line with blogging, making the most of social media and so on, as an author, one should have a good
online presence. In fact, ‘AuthorRank’ has been determined as an influential metric when it comes to
SEO and internet marketing. You can raise your profile through things like, signing up as an author with
a Google+ account.
Another aspect of internet marketing that is worth paying attention to is content marketing. In fact, it
is something that many deem as the new SEO. Let’s take a look. Traditional link building methods are
becoming ineffective due to things like the penguin updates in what some might call, an ethical bid from
Google to enforce content to be as unique and natural as possible. This doesn’t mean that links are no
longer important to an SEO strategy, quite the opposite in fact. It just means that the focus needs to
remain on integrating it with valuable content as great content, generates links.
The whole purpose of SEO is to have a great web presence in order to attract customers so, although
ensuring that your content is compatible with mobile technology like smartphones, it is a large
contributing factor to your success. With so many people using their phones and tablets for their online
needs, this should most certainly be something that informs your strategy.
So how can you be assured that your SEO needs will be not only met now but, avoid becoming obsolete
as Google continue to release updates? Companies like Boss Digital are worthwhile looking into. Boss
Digital are experts in SEO Hong Kong as, they are a fully serviced digital marketing agency. Their certified
experts have over a decade experience in creating websites and marketing them in a way that generate
customers within budget. This means that their experience in aiding SEO Hong Kong strategies has
enabled them to build an impressive portfolio of over 100 websites that they have designed, developed
and marketed.

